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SUMMARY

Ribosomal frameshifting during the translation of
RNA is implicated in human disease and viral infec-
tion.While previouswork has uncoveredmany details
about single RNA frameshifting kinetics in vitro, little
is known about how single RNA frameshift in living
systems. To confront this problem, we have devel-
oped technology to quantify live-cell single RNA
translation dynamics in frameshifted open reading
frames. Applying this technology to RNA encoding
the HIV-1 frameshift sequence reveals a small subset
(�8%) of the translating pool robustly frameshift. Fra-
meshifting RNA are translated at similar rates as non-
frameshifting RNA (�3 aa/s) and can continuously
frameshift for more than four rounds of translation.
Fits to a bursty model of frameshifting constrain fra-
meshifting kinetic rates and demonstrate how ribo-
somal traffic jams contribute to the persistence of
the frameshifting state. These data provide insight
into retroviral frameshifting and could lead to alterna-
tive strategies to perturb the process in living cells.

INTRODUCTION

Frameshifting is a fundamental biological process in which a

ribosome translating an RNA slips by ±1 nt, resulting in the trans-

lation of an entirely different peptide sequence from that point

forward. While frameshifting is generally detrimental to protein fi-

delity (Belew et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2015), the process effec-

tively creates two distinct proteins from a single RNA (Clark

et al., 2007; Meydan et al., 2017; Yordanova et al., 2015). Viruses

exploit this aspect of frameshifting to minimize their genomes

and to successfully replicate in host cells (Atkins et al., 2016; Bri-

erley and Dos Ramos, 2006; Brierley et al., 1989; Caliskan et al.,

2015; Cardno et al., 2015; Mouzakis et al., 2013). A prototypical

example is HIV, which utilizes frameshifting to translate the Gag-

Pol proteins from a single viral RNA (Guerrero et al., 2015).

Although frameshifting has been extensively studied in vitro

and in bulk assays (Caliskan et al., 2014; Charbonneau et al.,
2012; Chen et al., 2014; Lopinski et al., 2000; Mouzakis et al.,

2013; Ritchie et al., 2017), the process has never been observed

at the single-molecule level in living cells. This leaves many basic

questions about frameshifting unresolved. In particular, it is not

clear how heterogeneous frameshifting is from one RNA to

another, nor is it clear if single RNA continuously frameshift in a

constitutive fashion or if instead they frameshift in prolonged

bursts, as has been observed for transcription (Lionnet and

Singer, 2012) and canonical translation (Wu et al., 2016). Finally,

the localization of frameshifting has never been investigated, so

it is not clear if frameshifting occurs all throughout the cell or is

instead preferentially localized to specific sub-cellular regions.

In the case of HIV-1 Gag-Pol, for example, previous assays

have shown that 5% to 10% of translated protein product is fra-

meshifted (Brierley and Dos Ramos, 2006; Dulude et al., 2002;

Grentzmann et al., 1998; Mouzakis et al., 2013). This is thought

to occur when ribosomes translate through a specialized frame-

shift sequence (FSS) containing a stem loop structure that slows

down incoming ribosomes and causes them to slip back one

nucleotide on a slippery sequence preceding the stem loop.

Whether or not this occurs constitutively and with equal proba-

bility on all HIV-1 RNA or if instead it occurs on a specialized sub-

set that are in the right place, at the right time, and with the right

factors remains to be determined.

To directly address these sorts of questions, we have devel-

oped technology to visualize and quantify single-RNA frame-

shifting dynamics in living cells. Using multi-frame repeat epi-

topes, complementary high-affinity fluorescent probes that

selectively bind the epitopes, and multicolor single-molecule mi-

croscopy, we are able to simultaneously monitor the translation

of single RNA into two unique nascent polypeptide chains en-

coded in shifted open reading frames. Application to the HIV-1

FSS uncovers unexpected heterogeneity in the production of fra-

meshifted product and implicates a bursty frameshifting mecha-

nism. Besides frameshifting, our technology can now be used to

examine other translational regulatory dynamics, including up-

stream open reading frame selection, non-canonical initiation,

and ribosomal shunting. In particular, the high spatiotemporal

resolution of our technology makes it possible to detect and

quantify even the smallest sub-populations of translating RNA.

Whereas ribosome profiling (Ingolia et al., 2009) and single-cell

assays (Han et al., 2014) can provide detailed snapshots of the

average translational state of a cell, they lack the spatiotemporal
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Figure 1. A Multi-Frame Tag to Image Single RNA Frameshifting Dynamics in Living Cells

(A) Themulti-frame (MF) tag contains 12 repeated FLAG epitopes in the 0 frame interspaced between 12 repeated SunTag v4 epitopes in the –1 frame. Depending

on which frame is translated, nascent epitopes are labeled by fluorescent a-FLAG antibody fragments (Cy3-Fab, green ‘‘Y’’) or a-SunTag single chain variable

fragments (scFv-GFP, blue ‘‘Y’’). Following the repeat epitopes is exon 1 of the GNAS locus, in which the peripheral membrane proteins AlexX (689 aa) and XXLb1

(690 aa) were placed in the 0 and �1 frames, respectively. Preceding the multi-frame tag is a multi-frame element (MFE). In this study, the HIV-1 frameshift

sequence (FSS) was used as the MFE. To facilitate single-RNA tracking, a 24X MS2 stem-loop tag was also placed in the 30 UTR. This tag is labeled by MCP-

HaloTag (with JF646-HaloTag ligand, red).

(B) A representative cell�10 h after transient transfection with themulti-frame tag depicted in (A). The red circle (labeled ‘‘1’’) highlights a non-translating RNA, the

yellow circle (labeled ‘‘2’’) highlights a 0-frame translation site (TS), and the white circle (labeled ‘‘3’’) highlights a 0 and �1 TS. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(C) Montages showing the temporal evolution of the RNA spots circled in (B).

(D) A representativemontage showing the loss of signal from the 0 and�1 open reading frames upon addition of the translational inhibitor puromycin (100 mg/mL).

See also Figure S1 and Videos S1 and S2.
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resolution required to capture translation dynamics at the single-

RNA level. We therefore anticipate multi-frame nascent chain

tracking will be a powerful tool to dissect complex translational

regulatory dynamics in living cells and organisms.

RESULTS

A Multi-Frame Tag to Monitor Single-RNA Translation in
Two Reading Frames Simultaneously
We created a multi-frame (MF) tag to monitor, in living cells, the

translation of single RNAs with overlapping open reading frames

(ORFs). The tag builds off earlier technology to visualize transla-
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tion using repeat FLAG or SunTag epitopes labeled by fluores-

cent Fab or scFv, respectively (Lyon and Stasevich, 2017; Mor-

isaki and Stasevich, 2018). In the MF tag, FLAG epitopes in the

0 frame are separated from one another by SunTag epitopes in

the �1 frame. With this arrangement, as shown in (Figure 1A),

single RNAs with ribosomes translating the 0 frame will produce

FLAG epitopes labeled by Fab (green), while those with ribo-

somes translating the �1 frame will produce SunTag epitopes

labeled by scFv (blue). Thus, depending on the chosen frame(s),

polysomes will appear all green (all ribosomes translating the

0 frame), all blue (all ribosomes translating the �1 frame), or

some combination of the two.
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To ensure both frames of the MF tag encode functional pro-

teins and have similar coding sequence length, we inserted the

first exon of the human GNAS locus downstream of the FLAG

andSunTag epitopes. TheGNAS locus contains two overlapping

ORFs of roughly equivalent lengths that encode peripheral mem-

brane proteins in the 0 and �1 frames: XXLb1 and AlexX (Abra-

mowitz et al., 2004; Aydin et al., 2009; Figure 1A). In combination

with the epitopes, this arrangement has several advantages.

First, FLAG epitopes are interspersed between SunTag epi-

topes. Thus, when FLAG epitopes are translated, the out-of-

frame SunTag epitopes act as linkers between consecutive

FLAG epitopes (and vice versa). This is an optimal arrangement

in that additional linkers between epitopes would further space

them out and lower their density within the tag. Second, signals

are digital, so frameshifted and non-frameshifted species are

marked by two distinct probes/colors. Third, epitopes are placed

in nearly equivalent positions, so signals appear at roughly the

same time and with similar amplification when translated with

similar kinetics.

As a first application of the MF tag, we focused on �1 pro-

grammed ribosomal frameshifting caused by the HIV-1 FSS.

We inserted the FSS upstream of our MF tag and transiently

transfected the resulting construct into U-2 OS cells. The FSS

contains a slippery poly-U stretch nine nucleotides upstream

of a stem loop. In the 2–10 h after transfection, we observed cells

with tens or hundreds of individual RNA diffusing throughout the

nucleus and cytoplasm (Figure 1B). Nascent chain tracking

(NCT) (Morisaki et al., 2016) of the RNA revealed a high degree

of RNA-to-RNA heterogeneity, with a subset of RNA labeled by

Fab only—indicative of FLAG epitopes from translation in the

0 frame—and a smaller subset labeled by both Fab and

scFv—indicative of both FLAG and SunTag epitopes from ca-

nonical and frameshifted translation in the 0 and �1 frames,

respectively (Figures 1B and 1C; Video S1).

To confirm these RNA were active translation sites, or poly-

somes, we performed two experiments. First, we re-imaged cells

12–24 h after transfection. At these later time points, Fab and

scFv began to accumulate in the cell membrane (Figure S1A,

left panels), as would be expected if they labeled mature and

functional XXLb1 and AlexX proteins (Aydin et al., 2009). In cells

transfected with the�FSS control tag, little or no�1 frame prod-

uct accumulation was observed (Figure S1A, middle panels),

despite this frame encoding a functional protein, as demon-

strated by shifting the sequence by one nucleotide into the

0 frame (Figure S1A, right panels). Second, we treated cells

with the translational inhibitor puromycin. Just minutes after

treatment, we observed a dramatic decrease in the number of

Fab- and/or scFv-labeled RNA, consistent with the premature

release of nascent chains (Figure 1D; Video S2, left). Together,

these data provide strong evidence that we are able to detect

single RNA frameshifting dynamics with the MF tag.

Using the MF Tag to Quantify HIV-1 Frameshifting
Efficiency
The HIV-1 FSS structure has been previously shown to produce

frameshifted protein with an efficiency of 5%–10% based on

the dual luciferase assay and similar bulk assays (Brierley and

Dos Ramos, 2006; Dulude et al., 2002; Grentzmann et al.,
1998; Mouzakis et al., 2013). However, it remains unclear how

this percentage is established. One possibility is that all RNA

behave more or less the same and their ribosomes frameshift

with 5%–10% probability. On the opposite end of the spectrum,

it is possible that RNA display a high degree of heterogeneity, so

that just 5%–10% of RNA have ribosomes that frameshift with

nearly 100% probability. A third possibility is that frameshifting

is common on all RNA, but frameshifted proteins are less stable

and degraded faster than non-frameshifted proteins.

As a first step to quantify frameshifting dynamics at the single-

molecule level, we tracked thousands of individual RNA�2–10 h

post transfection with and without the FSS sequence present

(±FSS; Figures 2A–2C). We observed all possible types of

translation sites (Figure S1B). In addition, we observed many

non-translating RNA as well as mature protein puncta. These

single-color spots served as convenient internal controls

that demonstrated no fluorescence bleed-through at our

imaging conditions (Figure S1B). In the +FSS cells we found

92% ± 1.3% of translation sites were translating the canonical

0 frame alone, while 6.2% ± 1.1% were translating both the

0 and �1 frames. Only rarely did we observe translation sites

translating just the �1 frame (1.6% ± 0.5%) (Figures S1B and

S2A). To ensure these results were not influenced by the MF

tag, we reversed the FLAG and SunTag epitopes in the tag.

Repeating the experiments with the reversed tag yielded the

same fraction of translating and frameshifting RNA (p = 0.18

and 0.46, respectively) (Figure S2C), confirming the tag order

and/or epitope positioning did not bias measurements. The con-

sistency also suggests we are able to detect all or nearly all

translation sites with either tag. We then repeated experiments

in cells transfected with the �FSS control tag. In this case, we

observed virtually no frameshifting sites (0.9% ± 0.7%) (Figures

2B, 2C, and S2B). Taken together, these data suggest the FSS

alone causes �8% of translation sites to frameshift.

To further characterize the efficiency of frameshifting, we

quantified the number of frameshifted versus non-frameshifted

nascent chains (or ribosomes) per translation site. To do so,

we imaged a calibration reporter harboring a single FLAG or sin-

gle SunTag epitope, but otherwise identical in length and

sequence to the �FSS control tag (Figures S2D–S2I). With the

calibration construct, each nascent chain in a translation site is

labeled by a single fluorophore. Because the fluorescence of a

single fluorophore can be unambiguously measured via the

observation of single-step photobleaching, the ratio of transla-

tion site fluorescence to single-fluorophore fluorescence pro-

vides a good estimate for the number of nascent chains (in units

of mature protein). After calibrating the +FSS MF tag, we found

0-frame only sites had 6.1 ± 0.2 nascent chains (versus 9.3 ±

0.3 for the �FSS control tag), 0- and �1-frame sites had

11.4 ± 1.6 nascent chains total, 2.8 ± 0.5 of which were frame-

shifted, and �1-frame only sites had 5 ± 2 frameshifted nascent

chains (Figure 2D). Thus, although just �8% of translation sites

contained frameshifted nascent chains, within this subset of

sites, a relatively large fraction of nascent chains were frame-

shifted, anywhere between 25% (in 0- and �1-frame translation

sites) to 100% (in �1-frame only translation sites). Together,

these data support a heterogeneous RNAmodel in which frame-

shifting occurs on a small subset of RNA with high probability.
Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019 3



Figure 2. Quantification of HIV-1 Stimulated Frameshifting

(A) A schematic of the MF (+FSS) and control (�FSS) tags.

(B) Average image trims of all non-translating RNA sites (no TS), 0-frame only translation sites (0 only), 0- and�1-frame translation sites (0 and�1), and�1-frame

only translation sites (�1 only), with their respective merges.

(C) The number of cytosolic and nuclear RNA detected per cell transfected with either the +FSSMF tag (60 cells, 3,129 total RNA) or the�FSS control tag (49 cells,

3,257 total RNA). The pie charts highlight the percentage of all frameshifting species per transfected cell. The number of detected RNA for each species is shown

above each bar. Error bars represent SEM among cells.

(D) The fluorescence intensity (in units of mature protein) of nascent chains per translation site for the +FSS MF and�FSS control tags. Error bars represent SEM

among RNA.

(E) The mean squared displacement (MSD) of tracked RNA species as a function of time. Error bar represent SEM among RNA. The diffusion coefficient (DRNA)

was estimated from a linear fit to the first four time points (95% confidence interval [CI]). For the +FSS MF tag: no TS (DRNA = (1.8 ± 0.09) 3 10�2 mm2/s); 0 only

(DRNA = (1.6 ± 0.06)3 10�2 mm2/s); 0 and �1 (DRNA = (1.0 ± 0.04)3 10�2 mm2/s); and �1 only (DRNA = (0.7 ± 0.06)3 10�2 mm2/s). For the –FSS control tag: no TS

(DRNA = (1.6 ± 0.1) 3 10�2 mm2/s); and 0 only (DRNA = 1.3 ± 0.07 3 10�2 mm2/s).

(F) The average distance (mm) of detected translation sites from the nucleus. Error bars represent SEM among RNA. An outline of a representative cell on the right

shows all detected translating RNA within the cell and their measured distance from the nuclear border (inner curve). p values are based on the Mann-Whitney

U test; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001.

See also Figure S2.
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Characterizing the Mobility, Location, and Local
Environment of Frameshifting
Given the heterogeneity of observed frameshifting, we hypothe-

sized that the frameshifting state could be stimulated by a

specific sub-cellular environment. To test this hypothesis, we

performed a statistical analysis of all tracks to see if any biophys-

ical parameters correlated with frameshifting. This revealed fra-

meshifting sites diffuse more slowly than other translation sites

or RNA (p < 0.05, Figure 2E). This could be due to a preference

for frameshifting in the peri-nuclear endoplasmic reticulum,
4 Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019
where RNA have been shown to be less mobile and more effi-

ciently translated (Voigt et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016). In

contrast to this, we did not find a preference for frameshifting

RNA to be closer to the nucleus compared to non-frameshifting

RNA (p = 0.21, Figure 2F).

Of theparameterswequantified, oneof the strongest correlates

of frameshiftingwasRNA signal intensity. Specifically, sites trans-

lating both the 0 and�1 frames had an average RNA signal inten-

sity thatwas nearly 30%brighter thanRNA-only spots (Figures 2B

and S3A). This was not due to a few outliers, as >80% of all such



Figure 3. Frameshifting Can Be Stimulated by an Oligo Encoding the FSS

(A) Cells were co-transfected with different concentrations of short oligo RNAs encoding just the FSS (FSO), a scrambled FSO sequence (Scr), or the boxB stem-

loop sequence (BB), together with either the +FSS MF tag or �FSS control tag.

(B) The percentage of translation sites translating just the 0 frame only (green, 0 only), the 0 and�1 frames (cyan, 0 and�1), or just the�1 only frame (dark blue,�1

only). Below each plot the concentration of loaded oligo (0, 1, or 4 mg), oligo type (FSO, Scr, or BB), and construct (+FSS or �FSS) are indicated.

(C) Average percentage of translating RNA per cell for the experiments in (B). The error represents SEM between cells. The p values are based on the Mann-

Whitney U test of �1 frame percentages between experiments; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001.

See also Figure S3 and Video S2.
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translation sites had above average RNA signal intensities (Fig-

ure S3B). Because these sites have nearly twice asmany nascent

chains as other sites (Figure 2D), it is likely they contain multiple

translating RNA. To corroborate this, we chose the 50% dimmest

RNA (which are presumably single RNA). In this gated RNA sub-

population, the intensity distributionof the 0-framenascent chains

got significantly dimmer for 0- and �1-frameshifting sites (p =

0.037; Figure S3B). In contrast, the intensity distributions of the

0 frame only and�1 frame only spots did not change significantly

upon gating (Figure S3B, p = 0.89 and 0.71, respectively). These

data imply frameshifting sites are often composed of two (or

more) translating RNAs, at least one of which is frameshifting.

We wondered if the multi-RNA frameshifting sites were an arti-

fact due to the aggregation of probes. Self-aggregation of Fab

was unlikely as this would cause 0-frame translation sites to be

just as bright �1-frame translation sites, which was not the

case for both the +FSSMF tag and the�FSS control tag (Figures

S3A and S3C, p < 0.0001 in both cases). Similarly, it was unlikely

to be due to self-aggregation of scFv, as this would cause
0-frame translation sites to be just as bright as �1-frame trans-

lation sites in the reverse MF tag (with SunTag epitopes in the

0 frame), which was also not the case (Figure S3D, p <

0.0001). This left the possibility that Fab aggregate with scFv.

To rule this out, we reimaged the MF tag without Fab. As frame-

shifting translation sites still had brighter RNA signal intensities

than other sites (Figure S3E, p < 0.0001), we conclude the

brighter signal is not a tagging artifact, but instead represents

a propensity for frameshifting RNA to associate with other RNA

to form higher-order multimer sites. Indeed, although difficult

to capture, we have observed such multimers dissociate upon

puromycin treatment (Video S2, right).

Frameshifting Can Be Stimulated by an Oligo Encoding
the FSS
Unlike experiments with the +FSS MF tag, we did not observe a

significant number of translation sites with increased RNA signal

intensity in experiments with the�FSS control tag (compare Fig-

ure S3A to S3C, 0 only p < 0.01; �1 TS p < 0.001). We therefore
Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019 5



Figure 4. Ribosomal Run-Off at Frameshift-

ing and Non-frameshifting Translation Sites

(A) A schematic showing harringtonine-induced ri-

bosomal run-off from the +FSS 2xMF tag with FLAG

(green) and SunTag epitopes (blue) in the 0 and �1

frames, respectively. The normalized total intensity

(a.u.) of nascent chain signals within non-frame-

shifting translation sites (green triangles, 217 FLAG-

only sites initially) and frameshifting sites (cyan cir-

cles, 32 Sun sites initially). Frameshifting translation

sites are distinguished by the presence of a-SunTag

scFv. As these sites contain both FLAG and SunTag

nascent chains, the intensity is the sum of the

a-FLAG Fab and a-SunTag scFv fluorescence.

There is a small but significant difference between

the run-off of non-frameshifting versus frameshifting

ribosomes (p < 0.001 for all time points up to�600 s,

after which the two curves begin to converge to zero

intensity, Mann-Whitney U test, 19 cells). Error bars

represent SEM of all sites.

(B) Similar to (A), but with a modified MF tag with the

addition of 10 HA epitopes (orange, HA MF tag)

upstream of the FSS. The a-HA Fab signals in non-

frameshifting translation sites (orange triangles, 128

HA-only sites initially) and frameshifting translation

sites (orange circles, 42 Sun sites initially). Frame-

shifting translation sites are distinguished by the

presence of a-SunTag scFv. The non-frameshifting

and frameshifting HA run-offs were significantly

different (p < 0.0001 for all time points, Mann-

Whitney U test, 27 cells). Error bars represent SEM

of all sites.

(C) A sample single translation site encoding the

modified HA MF tag (shown in B) after addition of

harringtonine. A montage of image trims shows

the detected RNA-, HA-, and Sun-signals through

time. Below, the normalized total intensity of the

a-HA Fab signal (marking all ribosomes) and the

a-SunTag scFv signal (marking frameshifting ribo-

somes) is plotted through time. Gray arrows and

gray box signify a burst of frameshifting.

See also Figure S4 and Video S3.
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hypothesized the FSS sequence could be involved in multimeri-

zation. To test this, we co-transfected cells expressing the +FSS

MF tag with a short oligo RNA encoding just the FSS sequence

(FSO; frameshift oligo, Figure 3A). Remarkably, this led to a sig-

nificant increase in the fraction of frameshifting sites translating

just the�1 frame, from 1.6% to 5.6%when 1 mg FSOwas added

(Figure 3B, p < 0.001), and up to 7.8%when 4 mg FSOwas added

(p < 0.0001, Figure 3B). However, in contrast to our expectation,

the FSO did not significantly impact the RNA signal intensities

within frameshifting sites. Instead, irrespective of FSO concen-

tration, the distributions of RNA signal intensities within frame-

shifting (and non-frameshifting) sites remained statistically un-

changed (Figures S3F and S3G). For controls, we repeated

experiments, first with non-specific oligos and second with the

FSO in cells expressing the �FSS control tag. In both cases,

we did not see a significant increase in frameshifting (Figure 3B).

Furthermore, in all experiments the fraction of translating RNA

remained statistically constant (Figure 3C), indicating cellular

stress was not a factor. We therefore conclude the FSS can

somehow interact with other translation sites to facilitate frame-
6 Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019
shifting. While it remains unclear if the interaction is direct or in-

direct, by itself the interaction does not appear to alter the multi-

merization of frameshifting sites.

Translational Output of Frameshifted Ribosomes
The �8% of frameshifted translation sites we observed is

consistent with previous measurements of 5%–10% frame-

shifted protein product (Brierley and Dos Ramos, 2006; Dulude

et al., 2002; Grentzmann et al., 1998; Mouzakis et al., 2013). All

else equal, this implies that frameshifting alone can explain the

steady-state levels of frameshifted protein, without the need

for other regulatory mechanisms, such as protein degradation.

To test this hypothesis, we performed a ribosomal run-off exper-

iment to roughly estimate the elongation rates of frameshifted

and non-frameshifted ribosomes. We used a doubled +FSS

MF tag (2xMF tag) to increase the signal amplification. This al-

lowed us to lower the laser powers and thereby eliminate observ-

able photobleaching. Fits to the post-tag portion of run-off

curves yielded similar run-off times (Figures 4A and S4A). Fluo-

rescence recovery after photobleaching experiments further
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confirmed these estimates without the use of translation inhibi-

tors (Figure S4B). Based on these similar post-tag elongation

rates, a single round of translation would take �9 min, irrespec-

tive of frameshifting. Accounting for the number of ribosomes

per translation site and their relative fractions, we calculate a

cell with 100 RNA would produce �170 frameshifted protein

per hour compared to�4,200 canonical proteins. In other words,

frameshifted proteins would account for �4% ± 1% of the

total, in agreement with earlier measurements. Thus, the FSS

sequence alone can be sufficient to account for the steady-state

levels of frameshifted protein in living cells, without the need for

additional regulatory mechanisms.

Evidence for Ribosomal Traffic Jams at HIV-1
Frameshifting Translation Sites
Despite the similar elongation rates, we noticed a slight but sig-

nificant delay in the run-off response at frameshifting translation

sites compared to non-frameshifting translation sites (compare

‘‘Sun sites’’ to ‘‘FLAG only sites’’ in Figure 4A, p < 0.001). Given

earlier work showing the potential of the FSS to pause ribosomes

(Dulude et al., 2002), we envisioned this delay could be due to a

queue or traffic jam of ribosomes upstream of the FSS. As the

backed-up ribosomes clear the traffic jam, they replenish the

loss of ribosomes running-off. Only after the traffic jam is fully

cleared does the number of ribosomes beyond the FSS (with

labeled nascent chains) begin to decay. Consistent with this

notion, a ribosomal traffic jam upstream of the FSS would

make it appear like there are fewer ribosomes per transcript

compared to the �FSS control tag, as we observed (Figure 2D).

Tomore directly test for ribosomal traffic jams, we added a 10x

HA epitope repeat upstream of the +FSSMF tag (creating the HA

MF tag, Figure 4B). This served two purposes: first, it allowed us

to monitor both ribosomes upstream of the FSS (translating HA

epitopes) and ribosomes downstream (translating either 0-frame

FLAG or �1-frame SunTag epitopes); second, the arrangement

more closely mimicked the natural placement of the FSS be-

tween the Gag-Pol polyproteins. In particular, the HA MF tag in-

cludes 368 codons upstream of the FSS compared to just 23 co-

dons with the original +FSS MF tag. This extra space could

theoretically accommodate longer ribosomal traffic jams (up to

�40 ribosomes), should they occur.We hypothesized that longer

ribosomal traffic jams would lead to longer run-off delays.

Consistent with this, ribosomes within frameshifting sites took

much longer to run-off compared to ribosomes in non-frame-

shifting sites (compare ‘‘Sun sites’’ to ‘‘HA only sites’’ in Fig-

ure 4B, p < 0.0001), with frameshifted ribosome levels remaining

high for upward of 3,000 s, despite an overall ribosome loss (Fig-

ures S4C and S4D). We observed this trend even at the single-

molecule level, where the fluorescence signal intensity of HA

(marking all ribosomes) decreased through time, but the fluores-

cence signal intensity of SunTag (marking only the frameshifted

ribosomes) fluctuated through time (Figures 4C and S4F; Video

S3). These fluctuations reflect the stochastic release of stalled ri-

bosomes within the traffic jam. Such a release can be seen in the

single-molecule track at the �1,000 s time point, when the

frameshift signal gets significantly brighter. Although difficult to

capture, we observed this type of dynamic in another single fra-

meshifting RNA track as well (Figures S4E and S4F).
Computational Modeling of HIV-1 Frameshifting Bursts
at the Single RNA Level
To quantify the kinetics of frameshifting, we developed two

candidate models and attempted to fit each to our four main ob-

servations: (1) the percentages of single RNAengaged in 0 frame,

�1 frame, and both frame translation, (2) nascent chain inten-

sities in 0 and/or �1 frames on these RNA, (3) the average total

ratio of �1 frame to 0 frame protein production, and (4) run-off

kinetics for original and extended HA constructs. To disentangle

effects of single-RNA translation and aggregation of translating

RNA to form translation site multimers, we down-selected to

the 50% dimmest RNA (Figure S3B) before fitting items (1) and

(2). We reiterate that gating on the dimmest RNA led to no signif-

icant difference for the intensities of 0 only or �1 only translation

sites, but removed 80% of the 0- and�1-frame translation sites,

providing more evidence that these spots are multiple RNA.

Items (3) and (4) refer to the total 0 and �1 frame translation

and were fit without gating.

Both models include initiation of ribosomes, codon-depen-

dent elongation of proteins along the RNA template, and ribo-

somal exclusion to block ribosomes from passing or occupying

the same place on the RNA. The only difference in the two

models is the treatment for how ribosomes shift from the 0 to

the �1 frame. The first model assumes constitutive frameshift-

ing, in which each ribosome can frameshift at the FSS with a

fixed and equal probability. This model could capture either

observation (1) or (2), but not both simultaneously; frameshifting

either led to excessively large fractions of frameshifting sites or

excessively small ribosomal loading, in disagreement with our

observations that a relatively small fraction of RNA frameshift

with relatively high ribosomal occupancies. Even with addition

of distinct pauses in elongation at the FSS in both frames, the

constitutive model was unable to fit our data (Figures S5A–S5L).

The second model is inspired by two-state gene models that

are commonly used to describe heterogeneous transcription

(Munsky et al., 2012). In this ‘‘bursty’’ model, RNA stochastically

switch between non-frameshifting and frameshifting states in

which either 0% or 100% of ribosomes produce frameshifted

proteins (Figure 5A). In the bursty model, the RNA frameshift

state is assumed to switch ON and OFF at rates kon and koff,

respectively, and the steady-state fraction of RNA in the ON

state is given by f = kon/(kon + koff).

To estimate the timescale of switching (koff), we tracked trans-

lation sites for longer periods of time. To achieve this tracking, we

used the brighter +FSS 2xMF tag and changed our imaging strat-

egy to sample the RNA signal intensity at all time points and the

0 and �1 translation signals once every fifth time point. This

arrangement substantially reduced photobleaching and allowed

us to continuously track and monitor the translational status of

single translation sites in 3D for nearly an hour. Figure 5B shows

the frameshifting state survival times for the seven translation

sites we tracked in this manner, including one site that frame-

shifted for longer than 40 min (Figure S5M; Video S4), represent-

ing at least four rounds of translation at our estimated elongation

rate. Remarkably, this frameshifting translation site associated

with another for a large part of the 40-min imaging window.

This supports the notion that the brighter RNA signal intensity

at frameshifting sites comes from more than one RNA. From
Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019 7



Figure 5. A Model for Bursty Frameshifting

(A) A schematic of the model: kini is the translation initiation rate, kel is the translation elongation rate, kon is the rate at which RNA switch to the frameshifting state,

koff is the rate at which RNA switch to the non-frameshifting state, kFSS is the pause rate at the FSS in the non-frameshifting state, k*FSS is the pause rate at the FSS

in the frameshifting state, and kt is the termination rate (assumed equal to kel).

(B) The survival probability of frameshifting sites through time (black dots) is fit with a single exponential decay (gray line).

(C–G) Simultaneous fit of all data. (C) A bar graph comparing the measured (black) and best-fit model predicted (gray) percentage of non-frameshifting (0F),

frameshifting (�1F), and both frames (BF) translation sites. Error bars represent SEM among cells. (D) A bar graph comparing the measured (black) and best-fit

model predicted (gray) ratio between the total frameshifted and non-frameshifted signal intensity (FS:non-FS signal ratio). (E) A bar graph comparing the

measured (black) and best-fit model predicted (gray) intensity in units of mature protein (u.m.p.) within non-frameshifting (0F), frameshifting (�1F), and both

frames (BF) translation sites. Error bars represent SEM among RNA. (F) Best-fit model (solid lines) of the data from Figure 4A. Error bars represent SEM among

RNA. (G) Best-fit model prediction of the data from Figure 4B. Error bars represent SEM among RNA.

(H) The predicted ribosomal occupancy along the MF tag is shown. The positions of the FSS (red), FLAG (green), and SunTag (blue) epitopes are shown in color.

(I) The predicted ribosomal occupancy along the HA MF tag is shown. The positions of the FSS (red), HA (orange), FLAG (green), and SunTag (blue) epitopes are

shown in color.

See also Figure S5 and Videos S4, S5, and S6.
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the frameshift state survival times, we fit the rate of koff to be

�0.0013 s�1 (Figure 5B), corresponding to an average frameshift

persistence time of 1/koff �12.8 min.

Using this constrained value for koff, we then fit to find the re-

maining parameters kon, kini, kel, kFSS, and kFSS* (Table 1), with

which the bursty frameshifting model could simultaneously

reproduce all of our observations (Figures 5C–5G), in contrast
8 Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019
to the constitutive model (Figures S5A–S5L). From these param-

eters, we calculate 1/kon �170 min, meaning that RNA encoding

the HIV-1 FSS switch to a frameshifting state rarely, on the time-

scale of a few hours (Table 1, 1/kon). Once an RNA is in the frame-

shifting state, it remains there for tens of minutes on average

(Table 1, 1/koff), occasionally lasting up to an hour ormore. To ac-

count for the different run-off delays seen at frameshifting and



Table 1. Bursty Frameshifting Model Parameters and Calculated

Quantities

Bursty Frameshifting Model Parameters from Simultaneous Fit

Ribosome elongation rate kel 3 ± 0.15 aa/s

Ribosome initiation rate kini 0.0244 ± 0.0015 s�1

Switching on rate to frameshifting

state kon

9.6 3 10�5 ± 7.8 3 10�5 s�1

Switching off rate from frameshifting

state koff

1.3 3 10�3 ± 3.5 3 10�4 s�1

Pause rate at FSS in

non-frameshifting state kFSS

0.0234 ± 0.0012 aa/s

Pause rate at FSS* in frameshifting

state k�FSS

0.0139 ± 0.0011 aa/s

Calculated Quantities for Bursting Model with HA MF Tag

Fraction of frameshifted RNA 7% ± 5%

Average time in the non-shifting

state <b>

170 ± 140 min

Average burst time in the shifting

state <b�>
12.8 ± 3.5 min

Number of ribosomes to initiate in a

shifting state r�i

19 ± 5

Number of ribosomes to initiate in a

non-shifting state ri

250 ± 200

Time for a ribosome in shifting state

to clear the FSS t�FSS

75 ± 6 s

Time for a ribosome in non-shifting

state to clear the FSS tFSS

46 ± 2 s

A summary of all fitted model parameters, along with a selection of quan-

tities that can be calculated from the fitted parameters. The calculation

details can be found in the STAR Methods. Note: formulas given in the

STAR Methods.
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non-frameshifting sites (Figures 5F and 5G), the model required

elongation pauses of 1/kFSS�43 s at non-frameshifting sites and

1=k�FSS �72 s at frameshifting sites. We explored if codon usage

could also explain the differences in run-off times. However, ac-

cording to the codon adaptation index (Gorgoni et al., 2016;

Sharp and Li, 1987), which is related to the speed at which

each codon is translated in the simulation, there is no notable dif-

ference between the 0 and �1 frames (Figure S5N). Moreover,

the distinct pauses predicted by the model are comparable to

those previously measured using in vitro and in vivo bulk assays

(Chen et al., 2014; Lopinski et al., 2000).

Because the estimated average pause time, 1=k�FSS, is

greater than the average initiation time, 1=kini, ribosomes could

initiate faster than they clear the FSS with an excess rate of

kini � k�FSS = 0.011 per s and create upstream traffic jams in fra-

meshifting sites. These traffic jams would continue to build for

as long as the RNA remains in the frameshifted state, or �1/

koff = 12.8 min on average. Occasionally, traffic jams can extend

all the way back to the start codon, as seen in a sample simula-

tion (Figures 5H and 5I; Video S5). Moreover, due to the long time

it can take to clear traffic jams, frameshifting can persist for hours

following the global shut down of translation initiation (with har-

ringtonine, for example), as can be seen in simulations of the

best-fit model (Video S6) and consistent with what we observed
in Figures 4C and S4E. Thus, the final bursty model suggests a

mechanism by which frameshifting can persist for long periods

in the absence of translation initiation.

DISCUSSION

Frameshifting is a common tactic used by viruses to minimize

their genomes for faster, more efficient replication in host cells,

effectively getting two viral proteins for the price of one viral

RNA.While the general architecture of FSSs is well characterized

and the dynamics of frameshifting have beenmeasured with sin-

gle-nucleotide precision in vitro, until now frameshifting had not

been directly observed in a living system. To achieve this, we

created a multi-frame repeat epitope tag that can light up single

RNA translation sites in different colors depending on which

open reading frame is being translated. Together with sensitive

single-molecule microscopy and computational modeling, we

have demonstrated six aspects of HIV-1 frameshifting: (1) frame-

shifted proteins originate from a small subset of RNA that frame-

shift with high efficiency; (2) frameshifting occurs in bursts on

single RNA that can last for several rounds of translation; (3) ribo-

somes that frameshift are paused for longer at the frameshifting

sequence than ribosomes that do not frameshift; (4) pauses at

the FSS induce ribosomal traffic jams that can maintain the pro-

duction of frameshifted protein despite global inhibition of trans-

lation; (5) frameshifting RNAs have reduced mobility and are

often found in multi-RNA translation sites; and (6) frameshifting

can be stimulated by an oligo encoding the FSS.

In contrast to constitutive frameshifting on any RNA, our data

indicate that frameshifting occurs in bursts on a subset of RNA.

Bursty expression has been demonstrated by others, both at sin-

gle transcription sites as well as at translation sites in bacteria

(Lionnet and Singer, 2012) and eukaryotes (Wu et al., 2016).

The origin of frameshifting bursts is difficult to pinpoint. It is

tempting to speculate that there is a unique structure the RNA

takes that enhances frameshifting, particularly given the distinct

pause times in our best-fit model. How this precisely occurs re-

mains unclear, but our observation that the FSO (frameshift oligo)

alone can stimulate frameshifting may offer some clues. In

particular, this observation is consistent with the recently discov-

ered repressor of frameshifting, shiftless (Wang et al., 2019).

Shiftless is thought to directly bind the FSS sequence and cause

frameshifted ribosomes to be prematurely released. The FSO

would presumably sequester shiftless and thereby indirectly

lead to an increase in frameshifting globally. More generally,

the destabilization or unbinding of shiftless from the FSS could

be responsible for the bursts of frameshifting we observed.

These possibilities will be interesting to explore in the future.

According to our best-fit model, pauses always occur at the

FSS, with longer pauses associated with frameshifting RNA

compared to non-frameshifting RNA. Pausing is therefore only

a weak predictor of frameshifting, as others have shown (Kontos

et al., 2001; Tu et al., 1992). Nevertheless, the longer pauses

associated with frameshifting suggest the FSS can adopt more

than one state or structure, similar to what has been shown

in vitro with sequences encoding pseudoknots (Houck-Loomis

et al., 2011). Longer pauses result in longer ribosomal traffic

jams. Our model predicts these jams can extend all the way
Molecular Cell 75, 1–12, July 11, 2019 9
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back to the initiation site, involving up to �40 ribosomes, as

shown in Figure 5I. Our model predicts an elevated ribosomal

occupancy as far back as �400 codons from the FSS, a length

that coincides almost perfectly with the length of the FSS-up-

stream sequence in HIV-1 Gag-Pol. This is not unprecedented,

as ribosome profiling experiments have also found evidence

for relatively high ribosomal densities as far back as the start

codon of the Gag protein (Napthine et al., 2017). These data sug-

gest the strength of the HIV-1 pause may have evolved to on

occasion produce the longest possible traffic jams. As clearance

of these traffic jams takes time, frameshifting can persist on RNA

for hours despite a global shut-down of translation initiation. In

effect, the jam acts like a battery that continually fuels the pro-

duction of downstream frameshifted protein. This unique mech-

anism would allow viral proteins to continue to increase in

numbers during cellular stress. An open question is how these

long traffic jams manage to evade protein quality control (Joa-

zeiro, 2017; Juszkiewicz and Hegde, 2017), which recently was

shown to target the interface of collided ribosomes within ribo-

somal traffic jams (Juszkiewicz et al., 2018).

Beyond the imaging of HIV-1 translational frameshifting, the

MF tag can now be used in a variety of other contexts. For

example, it can immediately be used to investigate frameshifting

dynamics along other viral RNA sequences, as well as frame-

shifting thought to occur along endogenous human RNA, such

as PEG10 (Cardno et al., 2015). Likewise, the MF tag can be

used to examine other non-canonical translation processes

involving more than one open reading frame, including start-

codon selection, leaky scanning, ribosomal shunting, and gen-

eral translation fidelity. In fact, in an accompanying paper, a

similar multi-frame tag was used to examine upstream and

downstream open reading frame selection (Boersma et al.,

2019). Like us, the authors also saw a high degree of heteroge-

neity between translating RNAs, with bursts of translation

initiation in multiple open reading frames similar to the bursts

of frameshifting we observed at the HIV-1 FSS. Translational het-

erogeneity may therefore be far more common than originally

appreciated, particularly when it comes to non-canonical trans-

lation. We therefore believe multi-color single molecule imaging

of both canonical and non-canonical translation will become a

powerful tool for dissecting complex RNA regulatory dynamics

in a variety of important contexts.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti DYKDDDDK mouse IgG2b monoclonal Wako Cat#012-22384; RRID: AB_10659717

Anti HA-7 IgG1 mouse monoclonal Sigma-Aldrich Cat#H3663; RRID: AB_262051

Bacterial and Virus Strains

NEB� Stable Competent E. coli NEB Cat#C3040I

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Puromycin dihydrochloride from Streptomyces

alboniger

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P7255-25MG

Harringtonine Cayman Chemical Company Cat#26833-85-2

MCP-HaloTag Tim Stasevich, Morisaki et al., 2016 N/A

scFv(GCN4)-sfGFP-6xHis This study N/A

Janelia Fluor� 646 Janelia Cat#1811539-59-9

Cy3 NHS Ester Sigma-Aldrich Cat#GE25-9004-72

Critical Commercial Assays

Pierce Mouse IgG1 Fab and F(ab’)2 Preparation Kit ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#44980

Alexa Fluor� 488 Protein Labeling Kit *3 labelings* Invitrogen Cat#A10235

Invitrogen Lipofectamine LTX Reagent with PLUS

Reagent

ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#15-338-100

Quikchange Lightning Agilent Technologies Cat#210518

Deposited Data

raw data related to Figures 1 and 2 This study https://doi.org/10.17632/wzyd4f55fp.1

raw data related to Figure 3 This study https://doi.org/10.17632/h83tz96xyd.1

raw data related to Figure 4 This study https://doi.org/10.17632/jvx5pm5yyk.1

raw data related to Figure 5 This study https://doi.org/10.17632/bd9vccp26k.1

Model Codes This study https://Github.com/MunskyGroup/

bursty_frameshift_source_code

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

U-2 OS ATCC Cat#HTB-96

Oligonucleotides

Frameshift sequence from HIV-1 RNA oligo (FSO) IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Scramble RNA Oligo (Scr) IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

boxB stem-loop RNA oligo (BB) IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Forward primer, amplify XXLb1 IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Reverse primer, amplify XXLb1 IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Oligo inserted to replace FSS in control tag IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Oligo inserted to replace FSS in control tag and shift all

frames +1 nucleotide

IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Forward primer, amplify scFv(GCN4)-sfGFP IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

Reverse primer, amplify scFv(GCN4)-sfGFP IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

QuikChange Lightning oligo 1 IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A

QuikChange Lightning oligo 2 IDTDNA, See Table S1 N/A
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Recombinant DNA

+FSS multi-frame (MF) tag This study, ThermoFisher Scientific

GeneArt, See Table S1

N/A

+FSS reverse multi-frame (revMF) tag This study, ThermoFisher Scientific

GeneArt, See Table S1

N/A

pET21_scFv_sfGFP_GB1_6xHis This study N/A

pHR-scFv-GCN4-sfGFP-GB1-dWPRE, encoded HA

epitope mutated

This study N/A

smHA +FSS multi-frame (MF) tag This study N/A

-FSS control tag This study N/A

-FSS(+1nt) tag This study N/A

1XFLAG-revMF construct This study N/A

1XSunTag-MF construct This study N/A

Software and Algorithms

Mathematica Wolfram Research N/A

Fiji Schindelin et al., 2012 N/A

MATLAB MathWorks N/A
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CONTACT FOR REAGENTS AND RESOURCE SHARING

Requests for further information and resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the corresponding authors, Brian Munsky

(brian.munsky@colostate.edu) and Tim Stasevich (tim.stasevich@colostate.edu). Key plasmids will be deposited on Addgene.

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid Construction
The HIV-1 frameshift sequence (FSS) followed by either the multi-frame (MF) tag or the reverse multi-frame (revMF) tag were synthe-

sized by GeneArt� gene synthesis service (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The gene fragments were flanked by NotI and NheI and fused

upstream of the beta-actin zipcode and 24x MS2 stem loops in the 30 UTR of plasmid pUB_smFLAG_ActB_MS2 (Plasmid #81083,

addgene) to obtain the FSS-MF and FSS-revMF, respectively. To double the MF tag, the MF tag region was digested out from FSS-

MF with XbaI and AgeI, and then ligated into FSS-MF flanked with NheI and AgeI. The open reading frame encoding human XXLb1/

AlexX (Abramowitz et al., 2004; Aydin et al., 2009) was amplified from U-2 OS cells cDNA with the primers: 50- GTT GTC ATA TGG

GCG TGCGCA ACT�30; 50- GAT GTAGCT AGCCTAGAAGCAGCAGGCGGTG�30. The amplified XXLb1/AlexX was flanked with

NdeI andNheI, and then inserted into the C-terminal region of the FSS-MF, FSS-2xMF and FSS-revMF to obtain FSS-MF-AlexX (i.e.,

the +FSSMF tag), FSS-2xMF-AlexX (i.e., the +FSS 2xMF tag), and FSS-revMF-AlexX (i.e., the +FSS revMF tag), respectively. To pro-

duce smHA-FSS-MF-AlexX (i.e., the HA MF tag), the spaghetti monster HA (smHA) (Viswanathan et al., 2015) was flanked with NotI

and PstI, and then inserted into the N-terminal region of FSS-MF-AlexX. For the control constructs, FSSwas removed using KpnI and

XbaI. To keep the same frame for MF and AlexX, the following sequence was ligated between KpnI and XbaI to obtain MF-AlexX (i.e.,

the -FSS control tag): 50- GGT ACCGGGAAT TTTCTTCAGAGCAGACCAGAGCCAACAGCCGCACCGTTTCTAGA�30. To shift

the �1 frame into 0 frame for MF and AlexX, the following sequence was ligated between KpnI and XbaI to obtain MF-AlexX (the

-FSS(+1nt) tag): 50- CGG GAA TTT TCT TCA GAG CAG ACC AGA GCC AAC AGC CGC ACC GTT CT �30.
scFv-sfGFP was amplified from pHR-scFv-GCN4-sfGFP-GB1-dWPRE (Plasmid #60907, addgene) using primers: 50- GCG CGC

ATA TGA TGGGCCCCG ACA TC�30; 50- GCCGGA ATT CGCCGCCTT CGG TTA CCG TGA AGG T�30. The amplified scFv-sfGFP

was flanked with NdeI and EcoRI, and then inserted into a pET21 vector backbone for expression and purification from E.coli.

For HA MF tag experiments, the HA epitope encoded in the scFv-sfGFP plasmid (Plasmid #60907) from Addgene was removed

by site-directed mutagenesis with QuikChange Lightning (Agilent Technologies) per the manufacturer’s instruction using

primers: 50- CCT CCG CCT CCA CCA GCG TAA TCT GAA CTA GCG GTT CTG CCG CTG CTC ACG GTC ACC AGG GTG CCC

�30; 50- GGG CAC CCT GGT GAC CGT GAG CAG CGG CAG AAC CGC TAG TTC AGA TTA CGC TGG TGG AGG CGG AGG �30.

Fab generation and dye-conjugation
Fab generation was done using the Pierce mouse IgG1 preparation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Briefly, beads conjugated with ficin were incubated in 25 mM cysteine to digest FLAG (Wako, 012-22384 Anti DYKDDDDK mouse
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IgG2bmonoclonal) or HA (Sigma-Aldrich, H3663HA-7 IgG1mousemonoclonal) antibodies to generate Fab. Fabwere separated from

the digested Fc region using a NAb Protein A column (Thermo Scientific, product # 1860592). Fab were concentrated to �1 mg/ml

and conjugated to either Cy3 or Alexa Fluor 488 (A488). Cy3 N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (Invitrogen) or A488 tetrafluorophenyl ester

(Invitrogen) was suspended in DMSO and stored at�20�C. 100 mg of Fab were mixed with 10 mL of 1M NaHCO3, to a final volume of

100 mL. 2.66 ml of Cy3 (or 5 mL of A488) was added to this 100 mL mixture and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with end-

over-end rotation. The dye conjugated Fab were eluted from a PBS equilibrated PD-mini G-25 desalting column (GE Healthcare) to

remove unconjugated dye. Dye conjugated Fabs then were concentrated in an Ultrafree 0.5 filter (10k-cut off; Millipore) to 1 mg/ml.

This conjugation and concentration process was repeated on occasion to ensure a degree of labeling close to one. The ratio of

Fab:dye, Arat, was determined using the absorbance at 280 and 550 nm or 495 nm, the extinction coefficient of IgG at 280 nm,

εIgG, the extinction coefficient of the dye, εdye, provided by the manufacturer, and the dye correction factor at 280 nm, CF, provided

by the manufacturer. The degree of labeling, DOL, was calculated with the following formula:

DOL=

�
εIgG

εdye

� 
1

ðAratÞ�1 � CF

!
: (1)

Only Fab calculated with a DOL �1 were used in experiments.

MCP and scFv-sfGFP purification
His-tagged MCP or scFv-sfGFP was purified over a Ni-NTA-agarose (QIAGEN) per the manufacturer’s instructions with minor mod-

ifications. Briefly, bacteria were lysed in a PBS-based buffer with a complete set of protease inhibitors (Roche). Binding to the Ni-NTA

resin was done in the presence of 10mM imidazole. The resin waswashedwith 20 and 50mM imidazole in PBS. The protein was then

eluted in 300mM imidazole in PBS. The eluted his-taggedMCPwas dialyzed in a HEPES-based buffer (10% glycerol, 25mMHEPES

pH 7.9, 12.5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.01 % NP-40 detergent, and 1 mM DTT), snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and

stored at �80C.

Cell culture, transfection, and bead-loading
U-2 OS cells were grown using DMEM (Thermo Scientific) supplemented with: 10% (v/v) FBS, 1 mM L-glutamine and 1% (v/v)

Penicillin-streptomycin. Before experiments, cells were plated on a 35mmMatTek chamber (MatTek) and DNAwas either transiently

transfected with Lipofectamine LTX (Thermo Scientific) per the manufacturer’s instructions or transiently transfected via bead-

loading. As described previously (Hayashi-Takanaka et al., 2011; Morisaki et al., 2016), bead-loading involved the following six steps:

First, 100 mg/ml of fluorescently labeled Fab, 250 mg/ml of purified (GCN4) scFv-sfGFP and 33 mg/ml of purifiedMCP-HaloTag protein

weremixed with PBS to a final volume of 4 ml. Second, in a cell culture hood, DMEMwas aspirated from theMatTek chamber and the

4 ml mix was pipetted on top of cells. Third, �106 mm glass beads (Sigma Aldrich) were evenly sprinkled over the cells. Fourth, the

chamber was tapped carefully �10 times on the cell culture hood bench top. Fifth, DMEMwas immediately added back to the cells.

Sixth, cells were returned to the incubator for at least an hour to recover from the loading procedure. In most experiments, we also

bead-loaded DNA, which we added to the initial 4 ml mix (so that DNA had a final concentration close to 1 mg/ml). On occasion, DNA

was transiently transfected �2 hours before bead-loading. Around one hour before experiments began, bead-loaded cells were

washed with phenol-red-free complete DMEM to remove glass beads, and 200 nM of JF646-HaloTag ligand (a cell permeable fluo-

rogenic ligand (Grimm et al., 2015)) was added to label MCP-HaloTag protein. After 30 mins of incubation, cells were washed three

times using phenol-red-free complete DMEM to remove any unconjugated fluorophores. Cells were then immediately imaged for

experiments.

Single molecule tracking microscopy
To track single molecule translation sites, a custom-built widefield fluorescence microscope based on a highly inclined illumination

scheme (Tokunaga et al., 2008) was used (Morisaki et al., 2016). Briefly, the excitation beams, 488, 561 and 637 nm solid-state lasers

(Vortran), were coupled and focused at the back focal plane of the objective lens (60X, NA 1.49 oil immersion objective, Olympus). The

emission signals were split by an imaging grade, ultra-flat dichroic mirror (T660lpxr, Chroma) and detected using two EM-CCD (iXon

Ultra 888, Andor) cameras via focusing with 300 mm tube lenses (producing 100X images with 130 nm/pixel). With this setting, one

camera detected far-red signals and the other detected either red or green signals. Far red signals were detected with the 637 nm

laser and the 731/137 nm emission filter (FF01-731/137/25, Semrock). Red and green signals were separated by the combination of

the excitation lasers and the emission filters installed in a filter wheel (HS-625 HSFW TTL, Finger Lakes Instrumentation); namely, the

561 nm laser and 593/46 nm emission filter (FF01-593/46-25, Semrock) were used for Cy3 imaging, and the 488 nm laser and 510/

42 nm emission filter (FF01-510/42-25, Semrock) were used for sfGFP or A488 imaging. Live cells were placed into a stage top incu-

bator set to a temperature of 37�C and supplemented with 5% CO2 (Okolab) on a piezoelectric stage (PZU-2150, Applied Scientific

Instrumentation). The focuswasmaintained using the CRISP Autofocus System (CRISP-890, Applied Scientific Instrumentation). The

lasers, the cameras, the filter wheel, and the piezoelectric stage were synchronized via an Arduino Mega board (Arduino). Image

acquisition was done with open source Micro-Manager software (Edelstein et al., 2014). Imaging size was set to 512 3 512 pixels2

(66.63 66.6 mm2), and exposure timewas set to 53.64msec. Readout time for the cameras from the combination of our imaging size,
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readout mode, and the vertical shift speed was 23.36 msec, resulting in an imaging rate of 13 Hz (70 msec per image). The excitation

laser lines were digitally synched to ensure they only illuminated cells when the camera was exposing in order to avoid excessive

photobleaching. To capture the entire volume of the cytoplasm of U-2 OS cells, 13 z stacks with step size of 500 nm (6 mm in total)

were imaged using the piezoelectric stage such that the z-position changed every 2 images (one image for Cy3 and one for sfGFP/

A488 + JF646). The position of the filter wheel was changed during the camera readout time. This resulted in a total cellular imaging

rate of 0.5 Hz (2 s per volume for 3-colors). Note that all colors described in the text and that are shown in the figures are based on the

color of the excitation laser: RNA in red (JF646) and protein in green (Cy3) or blue (sfGFP/A488).

Particle tracking
Images were first pre-processed using either Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) or a custom-written batch processing Mathematica code

(Wolfram Research) to make 2D maximum intensity projections from 3D images. Pre-processed images were then analyzed with

a custom-written Mathematica code to detect and track particles. Specifically, particles were emphasized with a band-pass filter

so the positions could be detected using the built-in Mathmatica routine ComponentMeasurements ‘‘IntensityCentroid.’’ Detected

particles were linked through time by allowing amaximumdisplacement of 5 pixels between consecutive frames. Particle tracks last-

ing at least 5-10 frameswere selected and their precise coordinates were determined by fitting (using the built-inMathematica routine

NonlinearModelFit) the original 2D maximum intenstiy projected images to a 2D Gaussians of the following form:

Iðx; yÞ = IBG + Ie
�ðx�x0Þ2

2s2x
� ðy�y0Þ2

2s2y (2)

where IBG is the background intensity, I the particle peak intensity, ðsx;syÞ the spread of the particle, and ðx0; y0Þ the particle location.

The offset between the two cameras was registered using the built-inMathematica routine FindGeometricTransform to find the trans-

form function that best aligned the fitted positions of 100 nm diameter Tetraspeck beads evenly spread out across the image field-of-

view.We did not register the images, but only the fitted positions in order to avoid introducing any distortion into images. This is why a

slight offset can be observed between the red and the green/blue particles even though they are within a diffraction limited spot,

according to our registration.

For visuallization and some quantification, average intensity image trimswere created by averaging images of all detected particles

of a given species (each centered by their intensity centroid). To compute the average RNA signal intensity in a translation site (see

Figure S3), the average image trims of RNAwere fitted to Equation 2. The average intensities were calculated by integrating the fitted

Gaussian. Fits were susceptible to noise, sowe also used an alternative strategy to determine the average intensity of translation sites

and RNA that was robust to noise (in all Figs aside from Figure S3). Specifically, the intensity of centered images of RNA or translation

sites was calculated to be the average intensity within a centered radial spot of four pixels in diameter minus the average background

intensity from a centered ring with an outer diameter of twelve pixels and an inner diameter of eight pixels.Mathematica source code

is available upon request.

Calibrating translation site intensity
To calibrate the nascent chain intensity signals within translation sites to units of mature protein (i.e., to units that are roughly equiv-

alent to the number of nascent chains or ribosomes within the translation site), two new calibration constructs were cloned. The cali-

bration constructs are nearly identical in length and sequence to the original -FSS control construct (which lacks the frameshift

sequence), but each harbors just a single epitope in the 0 frame: either a single FLAG epitope or a single SunTag epitope. In this

way, each nascent chain in a translation site is labeled by just one fluorophore (from a single anti-FLAG Fab or a single anti-SunTag

scFv). Thus, the intensity of a translation site will be equal to the number of nascent chains multiplied by the intensity of a single

fluorophore. Because the intensity of a single fluorophore can be unambiguously measured via the observation of single step photo-

bleaching, it is possible to estimate the number of nascent chains (or ribosomes) per translation site, i.e., convert the intensity signal

into units of mature protein, as shown in Figures S2D–S2I.

To clone the calibration constructs, the FSS was removed from both the MF tag and the revMF tag using KpnI and XbaI digestion.

Second, small oligos encoding a single SunTag epitope and single FLAG epitope were ligated between KpnI and XbaI of the MF tag

and the revMF tag constructs, resulting in the 1XSunTag-MF and 1XFLAG-revMF constructs, respectively. The amplified XXLb1/

AlexX was flanked with NdeI and NheI and then inserted into the C-terminal region of the 1XSunTag-MF and the 1XFLAG-revMF

to obtain the 1XSunTag-MF-AlexX and 1XFLAG-revMF-AlexX calibration constructs. By design, these two constructs can be imaged

in the same imaging session in separate dishes to directly compare 1X epitope (FLAG or SunTag) fluorescence to 12X epitope fluo-

rescence in the MF or revMF tags (Figure S2D).

To calibrate translation site fluorescence intensity, cells transfected with the calibration constructs and bead-loaded with either

anti-FLAG Fab (Cy3) or anti-SunTag scFv (sfGFP) were imaged in a single plane at high laser powers (50 mW for 561nm and

100mW for 488nm laser). A short movie was acquired, after which cells were continually imaged (without acquiring amovie) to photo-

bleach them to the point at which single probe fluorescence could easily be detected by single-step photobleaching. At this point, a

second short 250-framemovie was acquired. The intensity of polysomes (verified by the presence of an RNA signal intensity) from the

the first frame of the first movie was then measured (as described in the ‘Particle tracking’ section above) and compared to the

plateau intensity of a single probe just prior to single-step photobleaching. Examples of this procedure are shown in Figures S2E
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and S2F. We performed calibration in this way to ensure at the beginning of the movie the epitopes would be close to saturation. Had

we started from a lower concentration of probe (although this would enable single probe tracking without the need for photobleach-

ing), the epitopes in polysomes would be less saturated, which would lead to an underestimate of the polysome fluorescence. From

these measurements, the average number of nascent chains (or ribosomes) in a translation sites can be estimated from the intensity

ratio of polysomes to single probes. Assuming the two calibration tags harbor the same number of ribosomes per translation site,

their intensity ratios provide the conversion of the intensity of the MF tag or revMF tag to units of mature protein (see Figure S2D).

Translation Site Species Identification
After RNA particles were identified and tracked using the customMathematica code described above, an average centered image of

the first five frames from each track was created for RNA (JF646), 0 ORF (FLAG-Cy3 in the +FSSMF tag), and�1 ORF (scFv-sfGFP in

the +FSSMF tag). The trims were then hand checked to remove any trims with artifacts, e.g., smears or non-diffraction limited spots.

Next, a custom Mathematica code was used to detect particles in the 0 ORF or �1 ORF trim channels, sorting the spots into RNA

only, 0 frame translation sites (0 TS only), 0 and �1 TS, and �1 only TS. For all cases, RNA always had to be present. Finally, frame-

shifting translation sites (the 0 and�1 TS or the�1 only TS) were validated by eye, to further remove artifacts. For example, RNA that

briefly colocalized with a mature protein punctae were removed at this stage. After all sites were validated, the total count of each

type of species was used to determine the percentage of non-translating RNA (no TS), 0 frame translation sites (0 TS), 0 and �1

TS, and �1 only TS.

Puromycin treatment
To confirm active translation elongation, puromycin (Sigma Aldrich) was used to release nascent chains from elongating ribosomes,

leading to a rapid loss of nascent chain signal at translation sites. Bead-loaded cells with visible translation sites were imaged at a rate

of one volume every seven seconds. After acquiring 16 pre-images, cells were treated with a final concentration of 100 mg/ml puro-

mycin and continuously imaged for an additional 100 time points. As a control, the same imaging conditions were performed except

that the cells were treated with vehicle (H2O). In this case, nascent chain signals did not disappear (data not shown). Both frameshift-

ing and non-frameshifting translation sites were monitored through time using the tracking code described above.

Oligo RNA co-transfection
Uncapped RNA oligos containing the FSS from HIV-1 (FSO), a scrambled form of the FSO sequence (Scr), or the boxB stem-loop

sequence (BB) were synthesized from IDTDNA with the following RNA sequences, respectively: 50- UUU UUU AGG GAA GAU

CUG GCC UUC CCA CAA GGG AAG GCC AG �30, 50- GAC GAA CUC AGG AUC GCC UUA GCG GAG UCU UAU UGA AUG GC

�30, or 50- AUU CCU GGG CCC UGA AGA AGG GCC CCU CGA CUA AGU CCA AC �30. Co-transfection of FSS-MF-AlexX and

the RNA oligo was carried out via bead-loading, as described above. Briefly, 1 mg plasmid FSS-MF-AlexX construct DNA,

100 mg/ml of fluorescently labeled Fab, 250 mg/ml of purified (GCN4) scFv-sfGFP or 1 mg of (GCN4) scFv-sfGFP plasmid, 1 or

4 mg of RNA oligo, and 33 mg/ml of purified MCP-HaloTag protein were mixed with PBS to a final volume of �4 ml of PBS.

Ribosome Run-Off Experiments and fits
Tomeasure the average elongation rate, harringtonine (CaymanChemical) was used to block translation initiation and induce the run-

off of all actively elongating ribosomes, leading to a gradual loss of nascent chain signal at translation sites. Bead-loaded cells with

visible translation sites were imaged as described above except that cell volumes were acquired every 60 or 120 s. Laser powers

were lowered (the 488 nm laser from 500 mW to 150 mW (3.3 times lower), the 561 nm laser from 900 mW to 500 mW (1.8 times lower),

and the 647 nm laser from 1.5 mW to 1 mW (1.5 times lower)) to eliminate observable photobleaching of the green (Cy3 conjugated

Fab) and blue (SunTag-scFv-sfGFP) channels. After acquiring 5 pre-images, cells were treated with a final concentration of 3 mg/ml

Harringtonine and continuously imaged for 30more time points. As a photobleaching control, cells with translation sites were imaged

with the same image settings and number of frames, revealing no loss of nascent chain signal (data not shown). After experiments,

the intensities of translation sites were measured as described above. The intensity of all translation sites in each frame (and in all

cells) were then totaled to produce the run-off curve. Run-off curves were normalized to the mean of the total intensity of the first

four time points after treatment of harringtonine began. These curves were then fit to a linear regression to roughly estimate run-

off times (see Figure S4A). The linear portion of the run-off decay begins when the normalized run-off intensity reaches a fraction f0:

f0 = L1=ðL1+ L2=2Þ (3)

where L1 is the length of untagged portion of the open reading frame and L2 is the length of the tagged portion (i.e., the length of the

repeated epitopes), as described (Morisaki and Stasevich, 2018). The linear portion of the decaywas then interpolated to background

levels to estimate the run-off time RT . The elongation rate kel was calculated as follows:

kel = ðL1+ L2=2Þ=RT ; (4)
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Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
To confirm elongation rates of frameshifting translation sites, FRAP experiments were performed. Bead-loaded cells with visible

translation sites were imaged once every 10 s, with an intentional photobleach at frame 10. The photobleach was performed with

a 405 nm laser focused to a spot roughly 5 mm in diameter and operating at a minimal power such that the nascent chain signal

did not completely vanish. This allowed us to track the translation site continously throughout the experiment. Following the inten-

tional photobleach, the fluorescence recovery of translation sites within the bleach zone were monitored for an additional 80 time

points. These translation sites were tracked and their intensities quantified, as described above. To correct for unintentional photo-

bleaching, the loss of signal from the control translation site was fit to a single exponential decay and this decay was divided out from

the FRAP recovery curves. The FRAP recovery curve can be thought of as the inverse of the harringtonine run-off curve (Morisaki and

Stasevich, 2018). In this way, the FRAP recovery curve was fit to determine the average translation elongation rate (Figure S4B).

Statistical Analyses
For comparing cumulative distributions, we use the 2-sample KS test. For comparing mean values, we use the MannWhitney U test.

For fitted parameters, we use the fitted confidence intervals from Mathematica’s built in NonlinearModelFit routine. In all figures,

P values are displayed as: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.

General aspects of modeling frameshift kinetics
The frameshift models describe the stochastic dynamics of nascent translation with single-codon resolution. Both the constitutive

and bursting models are formulated to track an arbitrary number of individual ribosomes that can perform three possible reactions:

(i) A new ribosome can initiate translation at the start codon at rate kini. (ii) An existing ribosome can elongate at rate ke to incorporate

one amino acid into the nascent peptide chain. The rate ke is sequence-specific with each codon’s rate scaled by the genomic copy

of the corresponding codon (Nakamura et al., 1999).When the ribosome completes the final amino acid, translation is terminated and

that ribosome is eliminated. (iii) A ribosome at the frameshift sequence can shift from the 0 to the�1 frame. In addition to these three

reactions, ribosomes at the frameshift sequence can pause for an average time of 1=k�FSS or 1=kFSS for the shifted or non-shifted

states. For the bursting model, each RNA is assumed to switch back and forth between non-frameshifting and frameshifting states

with rates kon and koff . With thesemechanisms and parameters, themodels can be analyzed using either simplified approximations or

detailed simulations.

Several approximate features can be derived directly from the bursting model parameters (see Table 1). The average burst time or

time spent in a frameshifting state is:

hb�i= 1=koff ; (5)

The average time spent in a non-frameshifting state is:

hbi= 1=kon: (6)

The fraction of RNA in a frameshifting state is:

f�s = kon=ðkon + koffÞ: (7)

The number of ribosomes that initiate during the frameshifting state is:

r�i = kini=koff : (8)

The number of ribosomes that initiate during the non-frameshifting state is:

ri = kini=kon: (9)

The time for a ribosome to clear the FSS in the frameshifting state is:

t�FSS = 1
�
k�FSS + d,re=kel; (10)

where the second term accounts for ribosome pileup in the 9-codon ribosomal exclusion region (Ingolia et al., 2009), , upstreamof the

FSS. Similarly, the time for a ribosome to clear the FSS in the non-frameshifting state is:

tFSS = 1=kFSS + d,re=kel: (11)

One can approximate d = 1 or 0 if initiation is faster ðkini > kFSSÞ or slower ðkFSS > kiniÞ than the FSS pause.

The average elongation time for a ribosome in the frameshifting state is:�
t�e
�
= gl=kel + t�FSS (12)

and the number to clear in a non-frameshifting state is:

htei = gl=kel + tFSS; (13)

where gl is the gene length in codons.
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Simulations were started at t =�10,000 s to approximate steady state at t = 0 using the Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie, 1976). Ribo-

some densities were found by collecting position statistics for multiple simulations. Simulated ribosome numbers and positions and

multi-frame tag probe locations were combined to estimate translation site intensities. Harringtonine assays were simulated by pre-

venting the initiation reaction at the time of treatment. Parameter estimation was performed using genetic algorithms and a multiple-

objective cost function that considers the frameshifting efficiency, the number of ribosomes per RNA and the Harringtonine assays. A

detailed description of the computational methods and codes is given in the ‘Computational Details’ section below.

Computational Details
Both the constitutive model and the bursting model consist of three general ribosomal reaction types: initiation ðw0Þ, elongation (wi orbwi) and frameshifting (wFSS or bwFSS) as depicted in Equation 17,

Ribosome Initiation

Ribosomes are assumed to bind to the RNA with rate kini. To account for the fact that ribosomes are large biomolecules that occupy

around 20 to 30 nuclear bases on the RNA (Ingolia et al., 2009), initiation is blocked by any downstream ribosomewithin nf = 9 codons

(in either frame). Therefore, the initiation rate is set at:

w0 =

8<: kini; if codonsf1;.;nfgunoccupied;

0; otherwise;
(15)

Ribosome Elongation

Each ribosome moves along the RNA codon by codon in the 50 to 30 direction. The elongation rate for each ith codon, bkel is assumed

to be:

wi =

�
kelðui=uÞ; if codonsfi + 1;.; i + nfgunoccupied;

0; otherwise;
(16)

where ui denotes the codon usage frequency in the human genome obtained from Nakamura et al. (1999), and ui represents the

average codon usage frequency in the human genome. The parameter kelspecifies the average elongation rate. Ribosomal termina-

tion is assumed to be equivalent to elongation of the final codon.

Frameshifting and Pausing

When the ribosome reaches the frameshift site, nFSS, it pauses, and may shift from the 0 frame to the �1 frame. For the constitutive

model, the ribosome can continue in the 0 frame with rate

wFSS =

�
kFSS; if codonsfnFSS + 1;.;nFSS + nfgunoccupied;
0; otherwise;

(17)

or the ribosome can continue in the �1 frame at rate:

bwFSS =

8<:
k�FSS; if codonsfnFSS + 1;.;nFSS + nfgunoccupied;

0; otherwise;
(18)

For the bursting model, the decision to continue in the 0 or �1 frame depends upon the frameshifting state with the rate given by:

wFSS or bwFSS =

8<: kFSS; if OFF and codons fnFSS + 1;.;nFSS + nfg unoccupied;
k�FSS; if ON and codonsfnFSS + 1;.;nFSS + nfgunoccupied
0; otherwise:

(19)

Relating model dynamics to experimental fluorescence intensity

To relate ribosome occupancy to experimental translation spots, we proscribe an assumed fluorescence to each ribosome based

upon its position. This intensity is proportional to the number of epitopes upstream of the ribosome location and in the appropriate

frame or frames. Ribosomes in the 0 frame include all upstream probes in the 0 frame. Ribosomes in the �1 frame include probes in
Molecular Cell 75, 1–12.e1–e9, July 11, 2019 e7
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the 0 frame between the start codon and the FSS (if any) and probes in the �1 frame between the FSS and the current ribosome

position. The total intensity vector for the jth color is given by

IjðtÞ=
XNðtÞ
i = 1

cjðRiðtÞÞ; (20)

where RiðtÞ denotes the position (i.e., frame and codon location) of the ith ribosome, cjðRiÞ is the corresponding intensity of the jth

color, and N(t) is the stochastically fluctuating number of translation ribosomes at time t.

Comparison of Data and Models

Fraction of translation spots. Experimental data was measured between 2 to 6 hours post bead-loading for a period of 120 s. To

reproduce these experimental data, the model was solved using 2000 trajectories of 120 s starting at steady state. Spots were clas-

sified and their prevalence was reported as percentages for 0 frame only ðP0FÞ, �1 frame only ðP�1FÞ and both frames ðPBFÞ.
Intensities of translation sites per RNA

Nascent chain fluorescence in single translation sites was measured in units of mature protein (u.m.p.), as described in Figures S2D–

S2I. Intensities were reported for translation spots containing �1 frame only ðI�1FÞ, 0 frame only ðI0FÞ, both frames in the green chan-

nel ðIBF=0Þ and both frames in the blue channel ðIBF=�1Þ (Figure 2 in themain text). In the bursting model, spots expressing both frames

are those that have recently switched between 0 and �1 frame expression, but for which the ribosomes in the previous frame have

not yet completed translation.

Ratio of intensities per RNA

To measure the average relative expression of frameshifted proteins, we calculated the ratio between the total intensity in the frame-

shifting and non-frameshifting translation spots, RF:nFS, as follows:

RF:nFS =

PN
i = 1I�1F +

PN
i = 1IBF=�1PN

i = 1I0F +
PN

i = 1IBF=0
; (21)

where Ið:Þ denotes the steady-state intensity in each frame of the ith translation spot. Under an assumption that the 0 frame and �1

frame proteins have equal degradation rates the production ratio RF:nFS would be expected to match the average steady-state ratio

of mature protein in cells, which has previously been reported as 20:1 for the HIV Gag/Pol proteins (Brierley and Dos Ramos, 2006;

Dulude et al., 2002; Grentzmann et al., 1998; Mouzakis et al., 2013).

Harringtonine assays

Harringtonine inhibits translation by binding to the ribosomal 60S sub-unit, which blocks new initiation events. Experimental data

showed that harringtonine causes the intensity in translating spots to drop to a basal intensity value after a run-off time (Figure 4

in main text). To mimic the effects of harringtonine in our model, we modified the initiation rate as:

w0 =

�
kini; if t < tH and codonsf1;.; nfgunoccupied;
0; otherwise;

(22)

where tH is the time of application of harringtonine. After harringtonine application, spots simulated from the original construct were

classified as 0 frame only (0F) or both 0 frame and �1 frames (BF). After classification, average spot intensities were quantified as:

H0FðtÞ = I0FðtÞ+b0F ; (23)
HBFðtÞ = IBFðtÞ+bBF ; (24)

where bð:Þ is experimental background expression obtained at the end of the experimental time of the run-off assays. Similarly, spots

simulated for the extended construct with upstreamHA tags and downstream�1 tagswere classified asHA in non-shifted spots (HA)

or HA in shifted spots (HA*).

HHAðtÞ = IHAðtÞ+bHA; (25)
HHA� ðtÞ = IHA� ðtÞ+bHA� : (26)

Parameter estimation

For each model, we sought to find a single parameter set that reproduces all experimental data. Given the diversity of sources and

types of experimental data, we estimated the parameter values using a multi-objective optimization strategy to simultaneously

compare the fractions of shifted, non-shifted, and transiently shifting spots, the spot intensities for both frames, ratio of spot inten-

sities and the Harringtonine run-off data, as follows:
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JðqÞ = wP

XF

f = 1

���log10

	 bPfðqÞ
.
~Pf


 ��� +wI

XF

f = 1

���~If � bIfðqÞ ��� +wR

XF

f = 1

��� ~RF:nFS;f

� bRF:nFS;fðqÞ
��� +wH

XC

c= 1

XF

f = 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPT
t = 1

	
~Ht;f;c � bHt;f;cðqÞ


2
T

vuut
; (27)

where experimental data are denoted as ~x and simulations results as bx. Weights (wP,wI,wR andwH) were used to balance constraints

by the different experiments and time points. T represents the number of experimental points in the harringtonine assays, F is the

number of studied frames, C is the number of different gene constructs. The first term in the objective function constrains the model

to fit approximately to the 0 only, �1 only, and both frame fractions of translating spots and was expressed in terms of the sum of

absolute log10 differences (i.e., fold changes rather than absolute differences) between the model and data, with weight wP = 1:

The weight used on the Harringtonine dataset was defined as wH = 1=ðC,FÞ. The weight used to compare the ratio of intensities

was defined as wR = 1= ~Rf . The weight used to compare intensities was defined as: wI =
PF

f = 1If .

Parameter searches

Parameter searches consisted of optimization routines based on the pattern search algorithm. Pattern search optimization is an iter-

ative approach that directs the search of parameters by evaluating the effects of varying one parameter at a time in the objective

function. The size of the variation and direction of the search are directed by the changes in the objective function (Hooke and Jeeves,

1961).

The constitutive model has a total of four fitting parameters (kel, kini, kFSS and k�FSS). Although the bursting model has two additional

parameters (kon, koff), the parameter koff was directly determined from data in Figure 5B, and parameter kon was included in the opti-

mization routine, leading to five parameters total for that model. The parameter set that best reproduces the data was selected as:

qfit = argmin
q

JðqÞ: (28)

Optimized parameter values are given in full detail in Table 1 for the bursting model.

Simulation details
To simulate the model’s stochastic dynamics, we used the direct method from Gillespie’s algorithm (Gillespie, 1976) coded in

MATLAB. The pattern search algorithm was used for parameter optimization (Hooke and Jeeves, 1961). Parameter uncertainty

analyses for the bursty model were calculated by building parameter distributions that reproduce results within a 10% error, calcu-

lated from 10,000 independent simulations using randomly selected parameter values. Simulations were performed on the W. M.

Keck High Performance Computing Cluster at Colorado State University.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession number for the Figures 1 & 2 data reported in this paper is Mendeley: https://doi.org/10.17632/wzyd4f55fp.1. The

accession number for the Figure 3 data reported in this paper is Mendeley: https://doi.org/10.17632/h83tz96xyd.1. The accession

number for the Figure 4 data reported in this paper is Mendeley: https://doi.org/10.17632/jvx5pm5yyk.1. The accession number

for the Figure 5 data reported in this paper is Mendeley: https://doi.org/10.17632/bd9vccp26k.1. The accession number for the

model code reported in this paper is Github: https://Github.com/MunskyGroup/bursty_frameshift_source_code.
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